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LIFE AT
LFIM



ROLE-PLAYING

Students of TPS discovered different animals, their 
physical characteristics, and the sounds they make. 
As part of a recap activity, they were encouraged 
to choose animal costumes of their choice. They 
pretended to act like these animals and even made 
adorable animal sounds!



OLD MACDONALD HAD A 
FARM...IN PS1
The PS1 discovered different aspects of life on the 
farm. 

The children each brought an object from home that 
resembled a farm product. A carton of milk, a piece 
of cheese, a bottle of honey - even a toy sheep! 

The children then presented the object they had 
brought, and the lesson ended with everyone’s 
favorite song, “Old Macdonald Had a Farm”.





MOTHER’S DAY

GS students celebrated Mother’s Day before the vacations. 

Beautiful handmade cards and hearts were created, with a few 
heartwarming lines written on them. 

The students organized a bag of coffee as a gift for their moms. A truly 
special gift indeed!



THE FLOWER
SHOP

The MS2 classroom transformed into a flower 
shop! 

As part of their lessons and activities on flowers 
and nature, the children organized themselves 
into groups and “sold” and “bought” their 
favorite flowers. They then glued the petals and 
different parts of the flower onto paper. 

A visual and fragrant delight!



THE 
INTERNATIONAL
DAY
As part of their geography and culture classes, MS 
and GS students celebrate “International Day” every 
week on Wednesday. 

The children learn about the culture and traditions 
of their classmates, and even volunteer parents offer 
their knowledge and wisdom about local traditions. 

So far, our well-traveled children have explored India, 
France, Spain, the Philippines and Belgium. We can’t 
wait to see where they go next!





ARTIST IN 
RESIDENCE
LFIM was delighted to welcome Chen Jiang Hong for 
a week-long residency at our school. 

Each day was devoted to workshops with the 
children. Chen explained the meaning of some of 
his books and asked the children what they thought 
of them. After a question-and-answer session, Chen 
presented his talents to the audience by drawing 
elements of his works. After many “oos” and 
“ahhhhs”, the children picked up their paper and ink, 
and let him guide them. 

They created various elements from Chen’s books. 
The tiger was recreated from “The Tiger Prince” and 
the lotuses from “Lian”. And who can forget the 
emblematic dragon from “Fire Dragon”? 

We sincerely thank Chen for spending time with our 
students and staff.





THE WAX 
MUSEUM

Napoleon, Mozart, Justin Bieber, Nelson Mandela, 
Julius Caesar, Martin Luther King and Nikola Tesla 
visited LFIM as part of the CM1 and CM2 wax 
museum.

Organized by Anne-Lise as part of their French 
History classes, the children made posters and 
dressed up as their chosen icons of the world. In 
front of proud parents, they presented a few lines 
about their personalities and mentioned a few fun 
facts.

Did you know? Melina Mercouri is the only woman 
nominated for a Greek role at the Oscars.





THE SECONDARY
CAMP
Students of Collège and Lycée traveled to Jayalgarh, 
located in the state of Uttarakhand. 

Jayalgarh, an extremely serene location for camping 
and adventure activities, was the perfect place to get 
away from the classroom and take part in a variety of 
real-life activities.

Accompanied by Pawan, Mihir, Jean-Baptiste and 
Nikeeta, the students spent the week trying out a 
wide range of activities suited to their respective age 
groups: rafting, trekking, cliff jumping, raft building and 
even farming! The students prepared their own meals 
and set up their own sleeping tents. 

The most difficult task of all: the ability to enjoy nature 
and spend a week without screens or technology. It’s 
never easy, but the students succeeded!
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